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Let k be a field. Let R be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with centre k 
which is representation-finite and hereditary; thus R is Morita equivalent 
to the tensor algebra of a k-species with underlying graph A a disjoint union 
of Dynkin diagrams, and the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
R-modules corresponds bijectively to the set @+ of positive roots of the 
corresponding semisimple complex Lie algebra g (see [G] and [DRl ] ). 
Consequently, the Grothendieck group K( R - mod) of all finitely generated 
R-modules modulo split exact sequences is the free abelian group with basis 
indexed by @ +. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g and g = n + @ h 0 n _ the 
corresponding triangular decomposition. Note that n+ is the direct sum of 
one-dimensional complex vectorspaces indexed by the elements of @ +, 
so we may identify K(R - mod) Q @ and n + as vectorspaces, and we deal 
with the problem of how to recover the Lie multiplication of n, on 
K( R - mod). 
We have shown in [R2] that the Grothendieck group K(R - mod) may 
be considered in a natural way as a Lie algebra by using as structure 
constants the evaluations of Hall polynomials at 1. 
The aim of this paper is to show that this Lie algebra K(R - mod) can 
be identified with a Chevalley H-form of n + ; in particular K( R - mod) @ @ 
and n+ are isomorphic as Lie algebras. 
We are going to determine all possible polynomials which occur as Hall 
polynomials ~p;;~, where x, y, z E @ + . There are precisely 16 different poly- 
nomials (including the zero polynomial cpO), and the absolute value of their 
evaluations at 1 is bounded by 3. One easily observes that q;X = 0 in case 
y #z +x; thus let us assume y = z + x. In this case, precisely one of the two 
polynomials cp,‘, and cpzZ is non-zero. The non-zero polynomials cp;’ can be 
written in the form irqi, where [, = C’:i T’, with 1 d r 6 3, and (pi is one 
of the following 12 integral polynomials: 
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(p2= T-2 (P*=T 
c~,=(T-2)~ cp,=T’-T-1 
cpplo= T’-2 
cp,=(T-2)(T’-4T2+8T-6) cp,,=T(T’-2T2-2T2-T+3) 
q,= T5-6T4+ 15T3-23T2+25T-13 I 
Note that Iqi( l)/ = 1 for all 1 < i < 12. The number r = rzX is the number 
of roots of the form z - tx with t E N,. This number rzX only depends 
on the relative lengths of the roots x, y, z and on A. Namely, for 
A = B,, C,, F4, we have rzX = 2 provided x, z are small roots, and y is a 
long root; for A = G2, we have rrx = 3 provided x, z are small roots, y is 
a long root, and rzx = 2 provided all x, y, z are small roots; in all other 
cases, r,, = 1. [This can easily be verified by a case-by-case inspection of 
the possible rank 2 root systems generated by x and z.] 
Our investigations lead to a convenient way of exhibiting structure 
constants for the semisimple complex Lie algebra g. We recall that 
Chevalley [C] has shown that there exists a basis of g so that the structure 
constants are integers. The bases which he exhibited are compatible with 
the triangular decomposition g = n _ 0 h @ n +; the basis elements in n + are 
indexed by the positive roots, say v,, with x E @+, and for x, z E @+, we 
have [vz, v,] = 0 in case x + z 4 @ +, and [o,, v,] = N,,vy in case 
y=x+ze@f, with IN=,j = rzx. In this way the structure constants Nz, are 
determined up to sign, and it is obvious that there are several ways of 
choosing signs consistently. In [T], Tits gave a complete description of all 
possible choices. An algorithm for obtaining a consistent choice of signs is 
also given in [Sal. For every non-simple positive root y, one chooses a 
pair x(v), z(v) E @ + with x(y) + z(y) = y, one prescribes arbitrarily signs 
for Nz~,,,..~,,,~ and now one has to determine the remaining signs. But there 
is a canonical way of choosing signs once we have chosen pairs x(y), 
z(Y)E@+ with x(y) + z(y) = y for the positive roots y of height 2. Note 
that the choice of such a decomposition for the roots of height 2 is the 
same as choosing an orientation Q on A. Having fixed A and Q, there are 
defined the Hall polynomials ~p:~,, cps= for any triple x, z, y = x + z E @ +, 
and we may take 
Let us write down the recipe for this choice of structure constants 
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explicitly, and without reference to the algebra R or the Hall polynomials. 
We choose an orientation 52 on A, and obtain in this way a (usually non- 
symmetric) bilinear form (-,-)n on the root lattice as follows: Let e,, . . . . e, 
be the simple positive roots ordered with respect to the orientation (say if 
there is an edge it j in (A, 52), then i < j). As usual, let [a,] be the 
corresponding Cartan matrix (with uij= 2(e,, ej)(ej, e,))‘, (see [Hu])). Let 
[fi, . . . . f,,] be the minimal symmetrization for the Cartan matrix (thus 
avfj = u,i f, for all i, j, and fi, . . . . f,, are relative prime positive integers). 
Then (-, -)Q is defined by 
fi 
(e,, ej)o = 
i 
for i=j 
a,jfj for i<j 
0 for i> j. 
Now, assume X, z, x+ ZE @+. Then precisely one of (x, z),, (z, x)~ is 
negative, say (z, x)~ < 0. We choose the sign of NZ, according to the 
following table: 
(x3 z)n A=A,,D,,E, A=&,C,,F, A=G, 
0 + + + 
1 - + + 
2 + - + 
3 - - - 
4 + + 
5 - 
The remaining signs are obtained from these signs by the usual rules (see 
CW). 
For the proof, we only note that this table is obtained from the 
corresponding one in Section 10 by taking the sign of the evaluation at 1. 
For the cases A = A,,, D,, E,, this choice of signs was first exhibited by 
Frenkel and Kac [FK]. 
1. FIRST REDUCTION 
Without loss of generality, we assume in addition that R is basic and 
connected; thus R is the tensor algebra of a species with underlying graph 
A a Dynkin diagram. 
1.1. I f  x, y, ZE @+ with x+ z # y, then cpiY = 0. This follows from the 
fact that FM N,N2 # 0 only for those modules A4, N,, N, which satisfy 
dimM=dimN,+dimN,. 
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As a consequence, we only have to consider the polynomials cp& with 
y=x+z, so we may drop the upper index and just write cpzr. Actually, we 
are happy to have the new free slot available for specifying the ring R, or, 
at least, the orientation Q on d with which we work. We recall that the 
Hall polynomial ~p=.~ depends on Q; thus we write ‘pfX whenever there may 
occur some indeterminacy. 
1.2. Let xi, x2 E @+, let i be a sink of (d, Q), and assume x2 is not the 
simple root ej corresponding to i. Let s be the reflection corresponding to 
i. Then dx, = cpZzl s.r2 and rslxz = rsx, ,s.x2. 
For the proof, let S = ST be the reflection functor corresponding to i 
(see [BGP, DR2]); it is a functor from R - mod to, say, sR - mod. Let 
y=x, +X,E @+, so we consider the R-modules M(x,), M(x,), and M(y). 
(The reader should be warned not to write M(x, + xq) instead of M(v): 
using the convention introduced in [R3], this may be interpreted as 
M(x,)@ M(xJ, whereas M(y) is the indecomposable module with the 
same dimension vector.) Clearly, any submodule U of M(y) with 
Ug M(xZ) and M(y)/UzJ4(x,) g ives a submodule SU of SM()I) with 
SU g SM(x,), SM( y)/SU g SM(x,), since S is an exact functor on the full 
subcategory of all R-modules without direct summands M( e,), and SM( xi) = 
M(sR, Sxi), SM(Y) = M(sR, SY). Thus FE$l)),M(.q) = F~I:~:~~1),M(sR,sx2). 
Since the root lengths do not change under s, we also have T.~,,.~~ = r3X,,SxZ. 
1.3. It follows that we only have to consider (P:,,~*, where x2 = ei for 
some sink i of Q. Equivalently, we want to calculate F&, where Y, Z are 
indecomposable R-modules, and E is a simple projective R-module. 
More generally, we will consider a representation-directed algebra A, 
with a simple projective A-module E, and indecomposable A-modules Y 
and Z such that dim Y = dim E + dim Z. Here, given an A-module X, we 
denote by dim X the corresponding element in the Grothendieck group 
K(A) of all (finitely generated) A-modules modulo all exact sequences. We 
denote by qzlCEl the number of non-negative integers t such that 
dim Z- t dim E is the dimension vector of an indecomposable A-module. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a representation-directed k-algebra, let E be a 
simple projective A-module, and let Y, Z be indecomposable A-modules such 
that dim Y = dim E + dim Z. Then there exists a representation-directed 
k-algebra A’ with symmetrization index 1, a simple projective A’-module E’, 
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and indecomposable A’-modules Y’, Z’ with dim Y’ = dim E’ + dim Z’, and, 
moreover, with E’ 0 top Y’ sincere, such that 
for some tE N,. 
We may call the passage from A to A’ in Theorem 1 tightening of the 
support. Theorem 2 will present a list of all possible cases with tight 
support. The first six algebras 9(i), 1 < i Q 6, which we have to consider 
will be given by a quiver: in the first occurrence we exhibit the underlying 
graph, and note that all arrows are supposed to point to the left (so that 
the far left vertex is a sink and the only one, and therefore corresponds to 
the unique simple projective module). In the case 9(5), the algebra to be 
considered is the factor algebra of the corresponding path algebra modulo 
the unique commutativity relation; in all other cases S(j), we deal with 
the path algebra itself. The remaining algebras will be tensor algebras of a 
species of type B,, B,, C,, F4, or G,, with a suitable orientation. Again, 
in the first occurrence we exhibit the underlying graph of the species; the 
vertices represented by a circle 0 are endowed with the field k, those 
represented by a square 0 are endowed with a field K, where [K: k] = 2 
or 3. As before, the orientation is supposed to be chosen in such a way that 
all arrows point to the left. The indecomposable module Y is given by its 
dimension vector dim Y; it will be displayed in accordance to the graph. 
Since dim Y = dim Z + dim E, one obtains immediately also the dimension 
vector of Z. The fifth column (*) shows the endomorphism rings End E, 
End Y, End Z, in cases where different fields k and K are involved in the 
algebra; here s stands for “small,” and 1 for “large”; thus , for example ssl 
means End(E) = End( Y) = k, End(Z) = K. We denote by e = [El, y = [ yI, 
z = [Z] the corresponding vertices in the Auslander-Reiten quiver, and the 
table lists the Hall polynomial (pi and its evaluation cpi,( 1). For later 
reference, it will be convenient to have available two other pieces of 
information. The minimal projective resolution of Z is of the form 
0 + dE + @ d,P(i) -P Z + 0 with P(i) the indecomposable projective 
module corresponding to the vertex i, and we arrange these numbers in the 
form d[...d,..., again in accordance to the graph, but with the additional 
square bracket [. (This may be interpreted also as the dimension vector 
dim C-‘(Z) of a corresponding object in the subspace category of a 
vectorspace category.) Finally, we exhibit the rotational equivalence classes 
which will be mentioned in Section 5: whenever the shift to the right yields 
another case, this case is listed in the last column (**). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a representation-directed basic k-algebra with 
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symmetrization index 1. Let E be a simple projective A-module, and Y, Z 
indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E + dim Z and E 0 top Y 
sincere. Then we deal with one of the following cases: 
Case A dim Y * (pi q;;(l) dimC-‘(Z) ** 
1 
2 
F(l) 
90) 
3 F(3) 
4 F(4) 
5 
6 %t(S) 
I 9(b) 
8 9(6) 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
F”(6) 
& 
B; 
B; 
B3 
C3 
F4 
1 1 ‘PI 1 1 c 1 
1 1 
21 ‘pz -1 2c1 
1 1 
1 1 
321 cp3 1 3 [ 1 1 
21 1 1 
2 2 
421 (P4 -1 4[11 
321 1 1 1 
21 1 1 
43 1 cps -1 4[11 
321 1 1 1 
3 1 21 
542 (P6 1 5[12 I 
321 1 1 1 
2 2 
531 96 1 5[21 8 
4321 1 1 1 1 
2 2 
532 96 1 5[12 6 
4321 1 1 1 1 
3 3 
642 (P7 1 6[22 
4321 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1% ‘p, 1 1 c 1 11 
1 1 ssl ‘PI 1 1 c 1 12 
21 4s I2(PL 2 2c1 10 
2 2 
2 111 (P9 -1 2[ 
1 1 
1 1 
2 sss (P8 1 2c 
1 1 
2 1 1 1 
2 lss ‘ps -1 2 [ 18 
1 1 
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Case A dim Y * ‘p:& q;;(l) dim C-'(Z) *+ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
F4 
Fi 
Fd 
F4 
G2 
G2 
G; 
G 
G; 
42 
3 
c+-a 1 3 
2 1 
2 
1 
sss 910 -1 3 I 
1 1 
2 1 
2 1 
4 
2 
ssl q&q -1 3 [ 19 
1 1 
7 i 
cl-0 1 1 
23 
-I7 1 1 
21 
3 1 
L 
Sk 1299 -2 4 c 15 
1 1 
lss ‘PI 1 111 22 
111 (PI2 - 1 2c3 
ssl 91 1 1 [ 1 24 
sss iz9, 2 211 
sls i,9, 3 3 I 1 20 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON REPRESENTATION-DIRECTED ALGEBRAS 
We denote by A a representation-directed algebra, and E will be 
a simple projective A-module with endomorphism ring D. We denote by 
(-, - ) the bilinear form on K(A ) given by (dim X, , dim X, ) = 
xi (- l)i dim, Ext’(X,, X2) for arbitrary A-modules X,, X2. The following 
lemma is well known in case the base field is algebraically closed, or in case 
we deal with indecomposable modules. 
3.1. Let X, Y be A-modules with Ext’(X, X)=0= Ext’( Y, Y) and 
dim X= dim Y. Then X g Y. 
ProoJ: Let X= @ Xi, Y= @ Yj with indecomposable modules Xi, Y,. 
We can assume X# 0, and choose Xi maximal with respect to the 
ordering <. Since (dim Xi, dim Y) = (dim A’,, dim X) > 0, we have 
Hom(Xi, Y) # 0. Choose Yj with Hom(X,, Yj) # 0. Since (dim Yj, dim X) 
= (dim Yj, dim Y) >O, we have Hom( Yj, X) #O; thus there is X, with 
Hom( Yj, X,) # 0. The maximality of Xi implies Xi z X,, and consequently 
Xi= Yj. Let X=X,0X’, Y= Yj@ Y’. By induction X’z Y’; thus Xz Y. 
Recall that the projective dimension of any sincere indecomposable 
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A-module Z is at most 1. In case Z is not necessarily sincere, we obtain the 
same conclusion under some additional assumptions: 
3.2. Let Y, Z be indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E + 
dim Z. Assume that Y is sincere. Then proj. dim. Z $ 1. 
Proof If Hom(E, Z) # 0 then Z itself is sincere; thus proj.dim Z < 1. 
We assume now Hom(E, Z) = 0. Since E is simple projective, and dim Y = 
dim E + dim Z, there is a unique submodule U of Y isomorphic to E. We 
consider the exact sequence 0 + U -+ Y 3 Y/U + 0. Since Y is sincere, 
proj.dim. Y< 1; thus the induced map Ext’( Y, Y) + Ext’( Y, Y/U) is 
surjective. But Ext’( Y, Y) = 0; therefore Ext’( Y, Y/U) = 0. Since 
Hom(U, Y/U) =O, it follows that the induced map Ext’( Y/U, Y/U) + 
Ext’(Y, Y/U) is injective; therefore Ext’(Y/U, Y/U)=O. According to 
3.1, we see that Y/UzZ. As a consequence, Ext’(Z, E)#O; thus 
Hom(E, rZ) # 0, and therefore Hom(rZ, Z(E)) # 0, with Z(E) the injective 
envelope of E. Note that rZ cannot be injective; thus 224 Z(E), and 
therefore Hom(Z(E), rZ) = 0. On the other hand, if Z is indecomposable 
injective, and Z 2 Z(E), then Hom(Z, I) # 0; therefore Hom(Z, rZ) = 0. This 
shows that Hom(J, rZ) =O, for any injective A-module J; thus 
proj.dim. Z< 1. 
3.3. Let Y, Z be indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E + 
dim Z. Then dim Ext’(Z, E),= 1 +dim Ext’(Y, E),. 
Proof: Clearly, neither Y nor Z can be isomorphic to E; thus 
Hom( Y, E) = 0, Hom(Z, E) = 0. We may assume that Y is sincere ; thus 
proj.dim .Y< 1. Also, proj.dim. Zg 1, according to 3.2. It follows from 
(dimY,dimE)=(dimE,dimE)+(dimZ,dimE) 
that 
dim, Ext’( Y, E) = dim, D-dim, Ext’(Z, E) 
since Hom( Y, E) = 0, Hom(Z, E) = 0, and Ext’(E, E) = 0. Dividing by 
dim, D, we obtain the desired equality. 
3.4. Let Y be an indecomposable A-module, not isomorphic to E. Let 
d(Y) = dim Ext ‘( Y, E),. There exists an exact sequence 
O-,d(Y)E* P= Y+O 
such that the induced map Hom(d( Y) E, E) --f Ext’( Y, E) is bijective. Up 
to isomorphism, the module F is uniquely determined by Y, and we call 
the sequence the canonical exact sequence for Y. 
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LEMMA. Hom(y,E)=O, Ext’(E@ y,E@ 8)=0. 
Proof. Since Y $& E, we have Hom( Y, E) = 0. The bijectivity of 
Hom(d( Y)E, E) + Ext’( Y, E) and Ext’(E, E) =0 imply that Hom( t, E) 
= 0 and Ext’( F, E) = 0. Applying Ext ‘(-, Y) to the canonical exact 
sequence for Y, we conclude that Ext’( y, Y) = 0, since Ext’( Y, Y) = 0 and 
Ext’(E, Y) = 0. Application of Ext’( y, -) to the same sequence yields 
Ext’( y, 8) = 0. since Ext’( t, Y) = 0 and Ext’( y, E) = 0. Since also 
Ext’(E, E@ F) = 0, it follows that Ext’(E@ y, E@ 8) = 0. 
3.5. Let Y, Z he indecomposable A-modules, with dim Y = dim E+ 
dim Z. Then Fz 2. 
ProofI According to 3.3, we have d(Z) = d( Y) + 1; thus dim 2= 
d(Z)dimE+dimZ = (d(Y)+l)dimE+dimZ = d(Y)dimE+dim Y= 
dim y. According to 3.4, we have both Ext’( F, P) = 0, Ext’(z, 2) = 0. The 
assertion now follows from 3.1. 
4. VECTORSPACE CATEGORIES 
We want to use vectorspace categories in order to describe certain full 
subcategories of module categories. This procedure is due to Nazarova and 
Rojter, and has been used extensively, and in various ways, by several 
authors. We follow closely the presentation by Miiller [Mu] and Draxler 
[Dx]. For the convenience of the reader, we outline the essential details. 
Let D be a finite-dimensional division k-algebra. Let X be a k-additive 
category with only finitely many indecomposable objects and we assume 
that X is a Krull-Schmidt category. Let l-1 be an additive functor from X 
to D-mod. The pair (X, I-1) is called a uectorspace category. A vector- 
space category (X, I-1) is said to be faithful provided 1-l is a faithful 
functor, and directed, provided the indecomposable objects X,, . . . . X, of 
X can be indexed in such a way that rad(X,, X,) = 0 for i 2 j. Given 
a vectorspace category (Xx, I-l), we denote by 92 = q(,X, I-1) the sub- 
space category of (X, I-1 ). The objects of @ are triples V = ( V,,, V,, y ,,), 
where V,, is an object of X, V, is a finite-dimensional D-space, and 
Yv- . V, + I V,l is a D-linear monomorphism. The maps V+ V’ are pairs 
(fO, f,) with fO: V0 + I’; a map in X, and J,, : V,, -+ k’: D-linear such that 
yv &I =f,y “. In case @ has only finitely many indecomposable objects, 
the vectorspace category (X, 1-l) is said to be subspace-finite. An object 
VE@ with add I’,,= X is said to be sincere, and (X, I-1) is said to be 
sincere provided there exists an indecomposable sincere object in %. 
As before, let A be representation-directed, and let E be a simple projec- 
tive A-module with endomorphism ring D. Let X be a finite module class 
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in A -mod such that Hom(x, E)=O, Ext’(x, E) =O, and let 1-I be the 
restriction of Hom(E, -) to xx. Given an object in % =%!(x, I-I), let 
jrV: E@DV,-+ V, be the adjoint map of yV: I’,+ Hom(E, I’,), and let 
=v. . V, -+ C(V) be its cokernel. Observe that with yv also jjy is a 
monomorphism; thus we deal with the exact sequence 
4.1. The jiinctor C: 42 + A - mod is a full embedding. 
Proof. Let V, V’ be objects in @, and f: C(V) + C( I”). Since 
Ext’(V,, EQ, Vh)=O, we obtain fO: V0-+ VA with fOrcyZ=rtyf; thus 
also f;: EO, V, +E@, V; and f~~v~O. Since D =End(E), there is 
f,,,: V, + I’: with fh = l,@f,. It follows that (fO, f,) is a map in %, and 
C&f,)= f; on the other hand, let (g,,, g,): V+ V’ be a map in @ with 
C(g,, g,) =O. Since g,rr,,, =O, there is h: V0 + EO, I’: with hj7,, = g,; 
thus jj,h = g,, since g, is a monomorphism. However , Hom( V,,, E) = 0; 
thus h = 0, and therefore g, = 0, g, = 0. 
If JK is fixed, we write C-’ for the inverse functor to C, it is defined on 
a full subcategory, and CP ‘(X) = I’, provided VE @ and C( I’) = X. 
4.2. Fix some indecomposable module X, not isomorphic to E, but with 
Hom(E, X)#O or Ext’(X, E)#O. 
LEMMA. The category add 2 is directed, Hom(add f, E) = 0, 
Ext’(add f, E) = 0, and the restriction of Hom(E, -) to add 2 is faithful. 
Proof: Clearly, add 2 is directed, since A -mod is directed. The 
assertions Hom(T, E) = 0, Ext ‘(g, E) = 0 have been shown in 3.4. It 
remains to show that the restriction of Hom(E, -) to add R is faithful. Let 
X,, X, be indecomposable direct summands of w  amd assume there is a 
non-zero map f: X, + X, with Hom(E, f) = 0. Write R= X, @Xi and 
consider [f 0] : 8 + XZ. We consider the map y(X): d(X) E --) 2. Since 
Hom(E,f)=O, we have r(X)[SO] =O; thus there is f’: 2-t X, with 
[f 0] = n(X)f’. With f also f’ is non-zero. However, the restriction 7r2 of 
n(X) to X, is non-zero; thus X< X,< X. It follows that n2 is an 
isomorphism, and therefore R= X, g X. Thus Ext’( Y, E) = 0. But then, by 
assumption, Hom( E, Y) # 0. Let 0 # g : E --, X. Since X, = X2 = X, the map 
f is an automorphism of X; thus gf # 0. But this contradicts the assump- 
tion Hom(E, f) = 0. 
4.3. It follows that we can apply 4.1. We denote by x(E, X) the 
vectorspace category Z(E, X) = (add 9, 1-I ), with 1-I the restriction of 
Hom(E, - ) to add f. 
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PROPOSITION. %(E, X) is a faithful and directed vectorspace category; it 
is subspace finite and sincere. In fact, C-‘X is an indecomposable sincere 
object in %(GsT(E, X)), with (C-IX),=% and (C’X),=d(X)D. 
ProoJ Since C: %(x(E, X)) + A - mod is a full embedding, 
%(A!-(E, X)) is a category with finitely many indecomposable objects; thus 
x(E, X) is subspace finite. Consider the canonical exact sequence for X 
O- d(X)E% 2% X- 0. 
We have d(X)E= E@, d(X)D; thus y(X): E@, d(X)D + B is the adjoint 
of a map yx: d(X)D + Hom(E, 8) and C-‘(X) = (2, d(X)D, yx). In 
particular, C-‘(X) is a sincere object of @(x(E, X)). 
4.4. Let Y, 2 be indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E + 
dim Z. Then neither Y nor Z is isomorphic to E. Since we have 
Hom(E, Y) # 0, we can use the considerations above for X= Y. Also, 
Ext’(Z, E) # 0 by 3.3 ; thus we can use these considerations also for X = Z. 
Finally, we recall from 3.5 that Pz 2. Thus, we deal with a subspace-finite, 
faithful, directed vectorspace category A!“(E, Y) = x(E, Z) for which there 
exist two non-isomorphic indecomposable sincere objects in %(x(E, Y)), 
namely C’(Y) and C-‘(Z). Here, 
c-yz),=zr P=c-l(Y),, 
and 
C-‘(Z),=d(Z)Dzd(Y)D@D=C-‘(Y),@D. 
4.5. The faithful directed vectorspace categories which are subspace 
finite and sincere have been classified by Klejner [K] and Klemp and 
Simson [KSl, KS2]. Klejner has considered the case k = D; for a recent 
account of his result, including, in particular, a presentation of the 
corresponding Auslander-Reiten quivers, we refer the reader to [R2]. The 
treatment of the general case by Klemp and Simson is phrased in terms of 
socle-projective modules, but it may be reformulated in terms of vector- 
space categories without difficulties. From the list of all possible faithful1 
directed vectorspace categories (,X, 1-I ) which are subspace finite and sincere, 
we have to single out those with at least two different indecomposable sincere 
objects in @(.X, 1-I). The cases singled out may be indexed by 9(i), 
1 <i<6, and B,, B;, B,, C,, F4, Fi, GZ, G;, similar to the algebras 
exhibited in Theorem 2, but here we have to admit arbitrary division rings 
which are finite-dimensional over k. In the cases different from 9(5), we 
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deal with a hereditary finite-dimensional k-algebla B with the oriented 
valued graph given in the table; in case y(5) we deal with the algebra B 
obtained from a path algebra of the quiver modulo the commutativity 
relation. (A non-trivial modulation of the graph would not allow one to 
form the corresponding factor algebra.) There is always a unique sink, and 
thus a unique simple B-module E’, and X is the category of all projective 
B-modules without direct summand isomorphic to E’, and 1-I is the 
restriction of Hom(E’, -) to X. Note that %!(X, I-1) may be identified 
with a full subcategory of B-mod, using the functor C: %(X, I-1) + 
B - mod of 4.1; the image of this functor is just the full subcategory of 
socle-projective B-modules. Given an indecomposable socle-projective 
B-module X, not isomorphic to E’, let us consider its canonical exact 
sequence (with respect to E’) 
o+d(Y)E’+hX+O. 
Then 2 is a projective B-module; thus the sequence is a minimal projective 
resolution of X. In this way, we see that the column in the table of 
Theorem 2 which exhibits the minimal projective resolution of Y, in fact 
gives the dimension vector dim C-‘(Y) of the object C-‘(Y) in %(X, I-I), 
namely, first the dimension d(Y) of C’(Y),, and then, after the bracket 
[, the multiplicities of the indecomposable objects of X in a direct decom- 
position of C- ‘( Y), = y. 
Finally, we observe that B is always a tilted algebra of Dynkin type 
(with the exception of F(5), the algebra B itself is hereditary, and y(6) 
tilts to F(5)); in particular, B is representation directed. 
4.6. Let us complete the proof of Theorem 1 and of that part of 
Theorem 2 which asserts that there are only the 24 listed possibilities. 
So assume that A is a representation-directed k-algebra, E is a simple 
projective A-module, and Y and Z are indecomposable A-modules such 
that dim Y = dim E + dim Z. According to 4.4, the vectorspace category 
X( E, Y) is subspace-finite, faithful and directed, and CP ‘( Y) and C-‘(Z) 
are non-isomorphic indecomposable sincere objects in %!(X(E, Y)). Let 
P = @ y= r di Yi with pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable A-modules 
Yi. Let T= E@ @y’r Yi, and let A” = End(T). According to 4.5, the 
algebra A” is representation-directed with a unique simple projective 
module E”. If we denote by C the functor C = Hom(, T, -): 
A -mod + A” -mod, then E”=C(E), and we identify D = End(E) with 
End(E”) under C. The image of the canonical exact sequence 
0 -+ dE + P + Y + 0 is mapped under X to the canonical exact sequence 
for Y” = C( Y); in particular, the projective cover of Y” is isomorphic to 
@y=, d,Z( Y,), and thus E” @ top Y” is a sincere A”-module. Clearly, C 
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yields an equivalence add P+ add P” so that the following diagram 
commutes : 
- .z add Y -----+ add 8” 
D-mod 
Thus, the vectorspace categories X(E, Y) and X(E”, Y”) are equivalent. 
As a consequence, we obtain an equivalence of the corresponding subspace 
categories so that the following diagram commutes: 
@(Xx(J% Y)) z %(X(E”, Y”)) 
I 
c 
I 
C 
A-mod & A ” - mod. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we suppose in addition that E@ top Y 
is sincere. Let X be a simple A-module, not isomorphic to E. Then Y 
maps onto X, since E@ top Y is sincere. Therefore, Ext ‘( Y, X) = 0, since 
A is representation-directed. Consequently, Ext ’ ( y, X) = 0, since also 
Ext ‘(E, X) = 0. According to (3.4), we also have Ext’( y, E) = 0; therefore 
P is projective. On the other hand, top 82 top Y, and thus any indecom- 
posable projective A-module different from E is a direct summand of t; 
thus T is a progenerator and J is an equivalence of categories. Since A is 
even basic, A and A” are isomorphic, so we know the structure of A from 
4.5. Finally, we use the assumption on the symmetrization index of A to be 
1. In the cases F(i), 1 < i < 6, we see that k is the endomorphism ring of 
any indecomposable A-module; in the remaining cases, the endomorphism 
rings of the indecomposable A-modules are k or X, where k c X is a field 
extension of degree 2 or 3. This shows that A and Y are as described in 
Theorem 2. 
Let us return to the general situation in order to complete the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let Z” = z(Z). The submodules U of Y with U 2 E and 
Y/U z Z correspond bijectively to the submodules U” of Y with U” z E” 
and Y”/U” % Z”; thus, in case k is a finite field, FiE= F~s~Esa. Also, we 
observe that r r;,tEI = ~rz,,,rE.,, Consider the vertices e = [El, y = [Y], 
z = [Z] of r,, and e” = [E”], y” = [Y”], z” = [Z”] of Tap,. It remains to 
be shown that r,. and the position of e”, y”, z” in rA.’ only depend on the 
position of e, y, = in rA. Now, e and y determine d= dim Ext’( Y, E)D = 
dim, Hom(E, rY) (with the notation of [R3], we have d=h([e], r[y]) 
for Y non-projective, and d = 0 otherwise), and the vertices y, = [ Y,] with 
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1 < id m are uniquely determined by the two properties Ext’( Yi, Y,) = 0 
for all i, j, and Cy= i d, . dim Yi = dim Y + d. dim E, both properties being 
determined by f,. A glance at the last column of the table in Theorem 2 
shows that the dimension vector dim C’(Y) together with the quotients 
(dim, End Y,)(dim, End Yj) ~ ’ for 0 < i, j 6 m. where Y0 = E, determine 
the type of the vectorspace category X(E, Y), thus f,., and again all the 
information needed is given by rA. Finally, we obtain from the 
dimension vector dim C’(Y) of the object C-‘(Y) in %(X(E, Y))z 
@(X(E”, Y”)) the dimension vector dim Y” of Y”, and therefore y” and z” 
(and of course e”) in rA”. If r is the symmetrization index of A and r” is 
the symmetrization index of A”, we obtain cpT’(lkl’) = cpi:b.,(lkl”‘). If we 
choose an algebra A’ with r,. = T.,,,! and symmetrization index 1, and 
denote by E’, Y’, Z’ the A’-modules with e” = [E’], y” = [Y’], and 
z” = [Z’], then cp!J T’) = cp&( T). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let k be a finite field. Let A be a basic representation- 
directed k-algebra with centre k. Let E be a simple projective A-module, and 
let Y, Z be indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E+ dim Z and 
E 0 top Y sincere. Then the symmetrization index of A is 1. 
Proof: Since finite division rings are commutative, we can determine 
the centre of A in any of the cases mentioned in 4.5. In the cases F(i), 
1 d i < 6, the centre will be the field over which the path algebra is formed; 
in the remaining cases, it will be the smaller of the two fields given by the 
species. This completes the proof. 
5. ROTATIONAL EQUIVALENCE 
5.1. Almost all algebras occurring in Theorem 2 are hereditary; the only 
exception is P(5). Insteed of 9(5) we may consider the hereditary algebra 
A = F(5)’ given by the quiver 
We have to deal with the simple projective A-module E and with the 
indecomposable A-modules Y with 
L 
dimY=443 1 
321 
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for the case 5, and 
3 
dimY=5642 
321 
for the case 6. For, in both cases, the indecomposable A-modules in add y 
have the following dimension vectors; we exhibit them together with the 
partially ordering: 
1 1 
1 loo- 1110 
000 000 
0 / 0 
11 lo- 1 1 1 1 
000 000 
0 0 
lOOO- lOOO- 
100 110 
The dimension vector for C-‘(Y) is 
1 1 
0 
1000 
1 1 1 
2 
3 [ 11 inthecasedimY=443 1, 
1 1 1 321 
and 
2 1 3 
4 [ 12 inthecasedimY=5642. 
1 1 1 321 
This shows that for calculating the Hall polynomials cp;‘b for the cases 
occurring in Theorem 2, we may consider a hereditary algebra R, a simple 
projective R-module E, and indecomposable R-modules Y, 2 with y = e + z 
where e = dim E, y = dim Y, y = dim 2. 
5.2. Denote by u, the polynomial for x E rR which counts the number 
of automorphisms of any indecomposable module with dimension vector x 
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(see [R3]). As in 1.2, let s be the reflection corresponding to the vertex i 
with e = ei. Then 
ProoJ: We denote again by S= S,? the corresponding reflection 
functor. Consider any epimorphism f: Y -+ 2. Since y = e + z, we see that 
Ker f 2 E. Applying the left exact functor S to the exact sequence 
O+E-+ YLZ+0, we obtain the exact sequence O+O+SYa SZ; 
thus Sf is a monomorphism. Since sy = se + sz = -e + sz, the cokernel of Sf 
is isomorphic to the simple sR-module E’ with dim E’ = e. Since we also 
may use the reflection functor S,:, it follows that the epimorphisms Y + Z 
correspond bijectively to the monomorphism SY + SZ. On the other hand, 
we obtain the number of epimorphisms Y -+ Z by multiplying FgE with 
the number of automorphisms of Z, and we obtain the number of 
monomorphisms SY -+ SZ by multiplying Fits, with the number of 
automorphisms of SY. Note that the automorphisms of Y correspond 
bijectively to the automorphisms of SY, under S. This completes the proof. 
5.3. Starting with R, E, Y, Z, we have obtained the algebra sR, and 
indecomposable sR-modules SY, SZ, E’ with dim SZ = dim SY + dim E’. 
We may use the reduction of Section 1, in order to replace SY by a simple 
projective R’-module, where R’ is derived from sR by a change of orienta- 
tion, and we may ask which of the cases listed in Theorem 2 we deal with. 
The answer is listed in the last column of the table in Theorem 2 provided 
the new case differs from the original one. 
The calculation may conveniently be carried out in the derived category 
D’(R) of R; note that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Db(R) is precisely 
Zd (see Happel [Ha]). For all the cases, we present part of ZA, namely a 
complete fundamental region with respect to the shift in @(R). Here, ver- 
tices of the form 0 are isomorphism classes of objects with endomorphism 
ring k, while those of the form 0 have endomorphism ring K. For the first 
case mentioned at the left, we have marked in ZA the position of [El, 
[Y], [Z], and [E[l]] (from left to right). If three cases are mentioned at 
the left (for example 6, 7, 8), the left three marked vertices give the relative 
position of E, Y, Z for the first case (here 6), the right three give the 
relative position for the second case (here 7), and shifting further to the 
right, we obtain the relative position for the third case (here 8); we call 
these cases a rotational equivalence class (see Fig. 1). 
We may derive the Hall polynomials cp, y for the cases in one rotational 
equivalence class from each other. Since c(, = c(~ = M, for the case 6, we see 
that the Hall polynomials (pi coincide for the cases 6, 7, 8. In the cases 10, 
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16 
23 
FIG. l-Continued 
15, and 20, we have u,= T’-- 1, where r = [K: k], and cly= IX,= T- 1. 
Note that (T’- l)( T- 1))’ = [,. It follows from 5.2 that the Hall polyno- 
mials qTe coincide for 10, 11, for 15, 18, and for 20, 22, and that the Hall 
polynomials (pzyP for 12, 19, and 24 are obtained from the corresponding 
polynomials for 11, 18, and 22, respectively, by multiplying with [,. 
6. TEST MODULES FOR INDECOMPOSABILITY 
Let A be representation-directed, E a simple projective A-module, and Y, 
Z indecomposable A-modules with dim Y = dim E + dim Z. We are 
looking for sets JV = {N,, . . . . N,} of indecomposable A-modules such that 
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for any monomorphism w: E + Y, we have Cok w  indecomposable if and 
only if Hom(N,, Cok w) = 0, for all 1 6 i < t. Such a set JV will be called 
a test set. We first show that test sets do exist. Let 9 be the set of indecom- 
posable A-modules Q with W + Z. 
6.1. Let Jf be a set of indecomposable A-modules from 9 such that for 
any indecomposable module V with Hom(Z, V) # 0 and dim V< dim Z, 
there is NE X with Hom(N, V) # 0. Then .N” is a test set. In particular, .9 
itself is a test set. 
Proof Let w: E + Y be a monomorphism, and let C = Cok w. If C is 
indecomposable, then C g Z, and then Hom(Q, C) = 0 for all Q E 9. On the 
other hand, suppose C is decomposable. Assume we have Hom(N, C) = 0 
for all NE M. Let 9 be the set of A-modules P with Hom(Z, P) = 0. Let 
C’ be an indecomposable direct summand of C; thus Hom(N, C’) = 0. Since 
dim C’ < dim C = dim Z, we must have Hom(Z, C’) = 0. Consequently, 
C’ E 8; thus CE 9’. Note that C is a module in 9 with dim C = dim Z. 
Choose a module X in 9 with dim X = dim Z, and dim, End X 
minimal. According to 3.1, we have Ext’(X, X) # 0. Let X= By=, Xi with 
all Xi indecomposable. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
Ext’(X,, X,) #O. Let 0 + Xz -+X,+ , +X1 + 0 be a non-split exact 
sequence. Since X, , X, E 9, we have X,,,, , E 9; thus X’ = @ y=+3’ Xi 
belongs to 9 and satisfies dim X’ = dim X = dim Z, but dim, End(X’) < 
dim, End(X). This is a contradiction to the minimality of dim, End(X). 
Thus there exists NE ,V with Hom(N, C) # 0. 
6.2. Let Z+ @f=, Zi be the source map for Z, and suppose Zj has a 
filtration 
0 = z, c zj, c . . . c z;,, = zi 
with indecomposable modules N, = Z,/Z,, ~, in 9, where 1 ,< i < S, 1 6 j < ti. 
Then Jf= {N,li, j> is a test set. 
Proof We have to consider an indecomposable module V with 
Hom(Z, V) # 0 and dim V< dim Z. Let 0 # w: Z -+ V. Since w  is not 
a split monomorphism, it factors through the source map for Z; thus 
Hom(Z,, V) #O for some i. But then Hom(N,, V) #O for somej. 
6.3. For many cases of interest we will obtain a test set using 6.2 in the 
following way: the modules Zi will have a wing, and Nil, . . . . N,! will be the 
modules on the boundary of the wing. We exhibit the corresponding part 
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of r,, with [Z] being marked in black, and [Nil marked by i; the shaded 
areas are the non-trivial wings we deal with. See Schemes 1 and 2. 
6.4. Similar considerations yield test sets J1/’ = {N, , . . . . N,} for Cases 5, 
15, and 17. See Scheme 3. 
In all cases, there is an arrow [Z] + [A’] with dim Z < dim X (the vertex 
[X] is marked by X). If g: X-+ F’ is a non-zero map, where V is indecom- 
posable and dim V < dim Z, then g factors through the source map X + X 
for X. Let X’ = @ Xi with Xi indecomposable. In Case 17, we take as test 
2s - 
2 
- 
3 
- 
4 
- 
6 
===I=- 
< I 1 0 11 1 
e 1 221 21 
2 
321 
32 
z- part of l-A 
x 
1 
2 
0 3 
4 5 6 
7 
4 5 6 7 
dim N,, . . ,diiNz 
1 0 0 
00 ; 01 ; 00 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
111 ; 100, 010 ; 
11 11 00 
1 0 
111, 000 
00 10 
1 0 1 
110 ; 111 ,100 ; 
110 110 111 
0 1 0 
110 , 111 , 000 
111 000 100 
21 11 10 
221 ; 221 ,111 ; 
110 111 100 
11 00 10 00 
110 ) 111 , 100 ) 010 
100 110 111 000 
1 1 1 
221 ; 211 ,110 ; 
2110 2111 1100 
0 1 0 1 
111 , 100 ( 110 ( 111 
1100 1110 1111 0001 
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1 
l1 
1 
2 
16 242 
1 
1 
21 DC0 13 01 
SCHEME 2 
l&Se] A ldi;mZI r.4 dimN1, . ,dimNt 
6 
w/p 11 10 11 
221 ; 111 ,110 ; 
21 
4 5 
5 331 
321 211 100 110 
00 10 00 
111 , 100 ( 010 
2 3 
110 111 000 I I 
15 
c- I 17 c-a 12’ 1 1 1 221 10 00 o. ;ol 
scH!aE 3 
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module set the modules on the boundary of wings for the Xi. In Case 15, 
one of these wings is of the form 
10 0 1 
0 -- 0 
“\ /” 
1 1 
0 
0 
and we may delete 
0 1 
0 
0 
from our test module set: the only indecomposable module it maps to is 
the module itself, and it cannot be a direct summand of the cokernel of any 
map E + Y. So, finally consider Case 5. Here, three Xi occur, with wings of 
rank 1,2, and 4. So assume we have an indecomposable module V with 
dim V< dim Z, and a non-zero map w:Z + V. We factor it through the 
source map Z+ Z, @Z, of Z, and we can suppose Z, =X. If 
Hom(Z,, V) # 0, then Hom(N,, V) # 0 for one of j= 4, 56; thus assume 
Hom(Z,, V) = 0. Thus w  factors through X, say w  =fg, with f: Z + X, 
and g: X+ I’. As above, we factor g through the source map 
X + X’ = @ := 1 Xi. If we assume that Hom(Nj, I’) = 0 for j = 1,2, 3, then 
g factors through the unique module X,, say j = 3, which has a wing of 
rank 4, say g = g’h with g’: X+ X, and h: X, + V. But Z f, Z, = X 3 X, 
factors through Zz, and we have assumed Hom(Z,, V) = 0. This contra- 
diction shows that N,, . . . . N6 is a test set. 
7. SOME HYPERSURFACES IN Hom(E, Y) 
Let A be a finite directed quiver with unique sink 0, and let B be the 
factor algebra of the path algebra of A over k modulo all commutativity 
relations. Let E be the unique simple projective B-module (it corresponds 
to the vertex 0). The set of vertices of A different from 0 will be denoted by 
Ah. Given te A;, we denote by P(t) the corresponding indecomposable 
projective B-module, and u,: E + P(t) will be a fixed non-zero map; note 
that dim, Hom(E, P(t)) = 1. 
Let Y be a B-module, and consider W = Hom(E, Y). We are interested 
in various subsets of W, and we assume W# 0. It would be more 
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appropriate to consider instead of Hom(E, Y) the projective space 
P Hom(E, Y). However, the actual calculations which we have to do will 
be carried out in terms of maps. 
First of all, given t E db, let W, be the set of maps w: E -+ Y which 
factor through P(r). Since Hom(E, P(t)) is one-dimensional, W, is a linear 
subspace of W. [Observe that in case the socle of Y is a direct sum of 
copies of E, then Y may be reconstructed from W and the subspaces W,. 
Namely, the vectorspaces W and W,, t E Ah, together with inclusion maps, 
yield a representation of A which is a B-module, and this B-module is 
isomorphic to Y.] If Hom(P(t), P(t’)) # 0, then u,, factors through u,; thus 
W,, c W,. Also, conversely, W,. E W, implies that u,, factors throug u,; thus 
Hom(P( t), P( t’)) # 0. 
Given any B-module N, we denote by W, the set of maps w: E + Y 
such that either w  = 0 or else Hom(N, Cok w) # 0. We assume that 
Ext’(N, P(t)) = 0 for t E Ah and that Hom(N, Y) = 0. In particular, E is not 
a direct summand of N. Then the minimal projective resolution of N is of 
the form 
O- dE rys 4, @ p, -N-O, 
with P,=P(t,), uj=uI, for some tjEAb, and yvEk, where 1 <i<d. 
7.1. LEMMA. A non-zero element w  E W belongs to W, if and only if 
there are elements wj~ W,,, not all zero, such that cj yiiwje kw, for all 
lgi<d. 
Proof: Let 0 # w  E W. First, assume there is 0 #f: N + Cok w. Using 
projectivity, we obtain a commutative diagram 
O-&~@pi----+ N -0 
If, p If 
O-E”‘ Y -Cokw-0 
Let wj= ujfj. This is an element of W,. If we assume that all wi are zero, 
then [fi] factors through N; thus f factors through Y. But Hom(N, Y) = 0 
gives a contradiction. The left commutative square shows that C yiiw, E kw. 
Conversely, assume there are elements wIe W,, not all zero, such that 
c, yiiwj = ll,w for some li E k, and all 1 < i < d. Write wj = ujfj for some 
fi: P, + Y. Let f' = [&Ii, so we obtain a commutative square as the left 
one above; thus we obtain a map f: N + Cok w. But f # 0, since otherwise 
we obtain a factorization of [&Ii through w, but Hom(Pj, E) = 0 for all j. 
This completes the proof. We consider now some special cases: 
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1.2. Let J be a non-empty subset Ah, and let N be the cokernel of [ujlj: 
E-r ejGJP(j). rfHom(N, Y)=O, then W,.,=xjEJ W,. 
Proof We have d = 1, and yv = 1 for all j; so W, consists precisely of 
the sums of elements of the Wj, je J. 
7.3. Let d> 1, and we assume that some of the vertices in A; have been 
labelled 1, 2, . . . . d. Let N be the cokernel of the map 
u, -u* 
u2 -u, 
Ed-1 
and we assume again that Hom(N, Y) = 0. Let D( W,, . . . . W,) be the 
set of all elements WE W which are either zero, or else there are elements 
wje IVj, not all zero, with wi - wj~ kw, for all 1 < i, j< d. Then W,,, = 
D( WI, . . . . wd). 
1.4. Let N be the cokernel of 
and assume Hom(N, Y) # 0. Then W, = D( W,, W,, W, + W,). 
Proof A non-zero element w  E W belongs to W, if and only if there are 
elements wi E Wi, 1~ i < 4, not all zero, such that w, - (w2 + wq) E kw, and 
(w2 + wq) - w3 E kw, if and only if w  E D( W,, W,, W, + W,). 
Subsets of the form D( W,, W,, W,) will be of further interest, so we are 
going to study them. In 7.5 and 7.6, we consider an arbitrary tinite-dimen- 
sional vectorspace W with subspaces Wi, and 9 will be the ring of regular 
(= polynomial) functions on W. Given elements r,, . . . . r1 of 9, we denote 
by b(r,, . . . . r,) the set of common zeros. 
7.5. Let W = W, Q W,, let li, 1; be linear forms on W,, for 1 < i < 2, and 
consider r = I, -I,, r’ = 1; - 1; as elements of 99. Let W, = 9’(r, r’). Then 
D(W,, W,, W,)=Z(l,l;-I;l,). 
Proof Let q = l,l; - Ill,. We show that q vanishes on D( W,, W,, W,). 
Let w  be a non-zero element of D( W,, W,, W,); thus there are elements 
W,E W,, 1 < i< 3, not all zero, with wi - w2 = Aw, w2 - w3 = ,UW for some 1, 
uek. If 1=0, then w,=w,=O; thus w,#O. Therefore p#O; thus 
w= -(l/p)w,~ W,. Write w=o,+o, with USE W,, u2c W,. Then 
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l,(o,) l;(uz) = I,(u,) E;(v,); thus q vanishes on w. Thus we can assume J. # 0, 
and even i = 1. Therefore wg = w2 - pw = -pwi + (p + 1) w2 shows that 
0 = dw3) = -a + l)(ll(W,) G(w2) - l;(w,) 12(w2)) 
= AP + 1) dw, - w*). 
Consequently, q(w, - w2) = 0 provided ,U(P + 1) = 0. So assume now 
p(p+ l)=O. If p=O, then w3 =w,; thus O=T(W*)= -I,(w,), and 
O=Y’(W~)= --Ii( Therefore q(w,-wZ)=O. If p= -1, then wg=w,, 
and we obtain in the same way q(wl - wz) = 0. 
Conversely, let w  be a non-zero element of W with q(w) = 0. Write 
w  =x1 +x2 with xi E W,, X~E W,. First, assume /,(x,)=0= Ii( thus 
X~E W,, SO we choose wi=x,, w2= -.x2, w3=x,, and obtain W,-W~E 
kw, for 1 < i, j d 3. Now, we may assume CI = 1,(x,) # 0, and not both 
1,(x,), Ii being zero. But q(w) =0 and &(x2) =0 imply Ii =O. 
Therefore fl= I,(x,) # 0, and l;(xZ) = (u//I) Ii( Let w3 = flxi + LXX*. Then 
clearly Y(MJ~) =0= r’(w,); thus WOE W, and note that w3 ~0. Let wr = 
ca - ff) Xl 3 w2 = (a - 8) x2. Then 
w,-ww,=a(x,+x,)=aw and w3 - w2 = j?(Xl +x2) = pw; 
thus WED(W,, W2, W,). 
7.6. Let W= W, @ W, @ W,. For 1 < i < 3, let li, 1; be linear forms on 
W,, and consider rl = 1, -Ii, r2 = l2 - l;, r, = l3 - l;, and c = 1,1213 - l;l;l; E 
92. Let W, = b(r,, r2, r3). Let U be the subset of W which contains besides 
0 all elements w  for which there are elements wi, w,! E W,, with 1 6 i< 3, and 
w4 E W,, not all zero, such that 
w,+w2+w3, w; + w; + w; and w; + w3 + w4 
belong to kw. Let W, be the set of elements of the form x1 +x,+x3 with 
X~E W;, 1 < i < 3, such that 1,x, +I,x, + 13x3 E W4 for some non-zero 
triple (A,, A,, 2,) in k3. Then UC W4cS(c). Any element WE%(C), with 
W=Xl+X2+X3, where X~E W,- %“(li, 1;) for 1 < i=$3, belongs to U. 
Proof: Let u be a non-zero element of U; thus there are wi, W,!E Wi, 
1 < i< 3, and w4 E W,, not all zero, such that wi + w2 + w3 = ccw, 
w~+w~+w~=~w,w~+w,+w,=ywforsomea,~,y~k.Assumea=~=0. 
Then wi= wi =0 for 1 Q i< 3; thus w,#O, and therefore y #O. Thus 
w  = (l/y) w4 E m4. Thus a # 0 or p # 0, and without loss of generality we 
can assume a = 1. Thus 
w,=(y-B)w,+yw*+(Y-1)w,EW4, 
and the triple (y - fi, y, y - 1) E k3 is non-zero. Thus w  E p4. 
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Let XE p4, say x = x1 + x2 + xg with xie W,; thus there is a non-zero 
triple (A,, A,, A,) E k3 with C &xi E W,. If all Ai # 0, then 
o=c c;l,x, 
( > 
= ~l(AX,) l,(A,x,) l3(23x3) - ~;(hx,) M&x2) ML3x3) 
= ~lW3(~l(X,) I, 13(x3) - l;(x,) GM Mx,)) 
= I, &i,c(x) 
shows that c(x) = 0. If two of the 1;s are zero, say A., = 1, =O, then 
il,x, E W,; thus 
o=r,(~,x1)=~I~1(x1), 0 = r,(~,x,) = -n,l;(x,), 
and thus Z,(x,) = Ii’ = 0, since 1, # 0. Therefore c(x) = 0. If only one of 
the 1;s is zero, say 1, ~0, A2 # 0, 1, = 0, then 1,x, + 1,x, E W, yields 
0 = r2@1x, + 22x2) = ~,l,(x,), 0 = r,(;l,x, + 22X*) = -A, f;(x,); 
thus again c(x) = 0. This shows that q4 G Z??(c). 
Conversely, let w  = x, + x2 + x3 with xi E Wi - S(li, [() for 1 < i < 3, and 
assume w  belongs to 5?(c). Let cli = 1,(x,), a( = Z/(x,), for 1 < i< 3. Since 
~1, a2a3 = cr~cr~cr~, one checks immediately that the three elements 
y=cr2cr3X,+cr;a;X2+a;U2X3, 
y’= ct;ct;xl + cqa;x2 + c(1a2x3, 
y”=Lx;a,x, +a,cr,x,+a;cr;x, 
belong to W,. We claim that at least one of these elements is non-zero. So 
assume y = y’ = y” = 0. Since xi, x2, x3 are non-zero elements, it follows 
that all the coefficients are zero. Since xi $ ZZ’(ri, 1;) it follows from cli = 0 
that ai # 0. So assume ai = 0. Then cr; # 0, but U;Q is one of the 
coefficients; thus a2 = 0, and therefore a; # 0, but a;& is a coefhcient; thus 
cc; = 0, a contradiction. Thus we see that CI~ # 0, and similarly, cx2 # 0, 
cr,#O. Since a,a,ci,=cr;a;a;, it follows that also cc;, a;, a; are non-zero. 
This contradiction establishes that there is a non-zero linear combination 
w4=A1x1 +A2x2+A3x3 in W,. Let WI= (A,-I,)xi and wi=(A2-&)xi. 
Then 
WI + w2 + w3 = (A, - A,) w, 
w; + w; + w; = (A, - A,)w, 
w’,+w3+wq=&w; 
thus w  E U. This completes the proof. 
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8. THE OPEN STRATUM OF Hom(E, Y) 
We consider the cases a = 2, 3,4, $6, and 9, so we are in the situation 
investigated in the last section. We need a specific realisation of the module 
Y by a vectorspace W= W’“‘, subspaces W,, t E A;, and inclusion maps. 
Subspaces of W = k” + ’ which are not generated by some of the canonical 
basis vectors, say with a basis [aio, . . . . ain], 1 < i < m, will be exhibited by 
the matrix [aii]. Since W= Hom(E, Y) = k”+ ‘, we have .T% = .CP’= 
kCTo, . . . . T,]. We also fix some labels for the vertices in Ah. For t E Ah, we 
write P, instead of P(t) (see Scheme 4). 
C :ase labels Y 
1 CO 
2 052 kafOk 
‘3 ‘\ [Ill 
1 Cl111 
3 Oi2-3 k3~kZOtkO~ 
‘4-5 1 Okz+Ozk 
1 
4 012-3 
‘4-5-6 
k$;;]+[w] 
Ok3t02k2+02k0 
l-2 
5 o-/3/4 
‘5-6-7 
Oka-02k’4-@k 
[ 10010 11100 1 t[rlloo]
6 k6- 1:; zO3 
J 
\ O’k3-O-‘k’ cO’k 
0,0010 
1 OL2-3 J [ 101010 1 61 D 
'4-5 -6-7 k’- k’O’+k% 
, 
O”k4-~k3c04kb-~i 
SCHEME 4 
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We use the test modules exhibited in Section 6, the jth test module in 
case a will be denoted by Nj or Nj . (u) For every test module N, we associate 
a polynomial rNE B, as explamed in Section 7. Thus we obtain the 
following lists which give for every test module N its minimal projective 
presentation 0 + dN E + P, + N -+ 0, and W, and rN. 
Case 2 
1 0 0 
N 00 01 00 
0 0 1 
d, 1 1 1 
PN p, p, p, 
WN WI w* w, 
rN T, To To-T, 
Case 3 
0 1 0 1 0 
N 1 1 1 100 010 1 1 1 000 
1 1 1 1 00 00 10 
4, 1 1 1 1 1 
PN P,QP, P,OP, P, plop3 p, 
WN w,+w, w,+w, w, w,+w, w4 
rN T, To-T, T, T, - T, To 
Case 4 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
N 110 1 1 1 100 110 1 1 1 000 
110 110 1 1 1 1 1 1 000 100 
d,v 2 
PN P1QP2QP5 
WA’ ww,, w,, W*) 
rN TOT,-T,T, 
1 1 
N 221 
211 
1 1 1 1 1 
P,OP, plop, P,QP6 P,QP, p4 
w3+ w5 WlfW6 w,+ we w,+ w3 w4 
To-T, T, T, - T, i-2 - T, TO 
Case 5 
10 1 1 00 10 00 
1 1 1 110 1 1 1 100 010 
100 110 110 1 1 1 000 
d, 2 2 1 1 1 1 
PN P,cFJP,6P~OP, P,QP,QP, P,QP, P,QP, P,QP, P3 
WN D(W,, w,, W2Q W,) D(W4, w,, WI) w,+w, w,+w, w,+w, w, 
rN TdT, - Tz) T&T,- T,) To-T, T, To - T, T, - T, 
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-00 
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N 
z 
0 
0 
-0 
--0 
O- 
0-e 
0 
o- 
-o- 
0 
0 
-4 
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0 
0 
0- 
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6 
3e 
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r4 
0 
em 
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t 
h 
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PROPOSITION. For a = 2, 3,4, 5,6,9, we have 
u Wy = IJ a($)). 
i i 
Proof Let N= N!“’ , , and let m = dim,Ext’(N, E). Then 1 <m < 3, and 
m = 3 only in case (a, j) = (9, 1). We claim that for m 6 2, we have 
W, = ZZ’(r,) . For m = 1, this follows immediately from 7.2. Consider the 
cases with m=2. For (a,j)=(4.1), (5,2), (6, 3), and (9, 3), we use 7.3 and 
7.5. There are obvious choices for II, l;, 121; in the first three cases; in the 
case (9, 3), we use 
iI = T, + T2, l;=T,-T,, 12= -Tq+T,+T2, I;= -T5+TO-Tz. 
For the remaining cases (a, j) = (5, l), (6,1), and (9,2), we use 7.4 and 7.5. 
Finally, consider the case (a, j) = (9, 1). Here we use 7.6 with I1 = TO, 
I~=T,+T,,l2=T,,l~=T~+T~,1~=T~+T5,1~=T5.Weconcludethat 
Z(r,)-b(T,T,T,, T,T,T,)c WNsT(r,,,). 
However, 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. The set 0’“’ := WCs’- uj C?‘(r$,‘) is the set of non-zero 
maps w: E + Y with indecomposable cokernels. 
A straightforward, but tedious calculation shows the following: Let k be 
a finite field, and q = Ikl. Then 
)O’“‘) = (q - 1) (p’“‘(q), 
where q’“) is the polynomial listed in Theorem 2. These calculations may 
be done by hand. Alternatively, we may use a computer as follows : We know 
from [R3] that the functionlO’“) is a polynomial in q which is divisible by 
q - 1. Also, it is easy to see that the degree of this polynomial can be at 
most n + 1. Thus, we ask a computer to count the number of elements of 
Lo@), where the base field k has p elements, with p one of the first n + 1 
primes, and use Lagrange interpolation. The author is indebted to 
I. Janiszczak for checking in this way the polynomials he had calculated by 
hand, and actually correcting three coefficients. 
We finally remark that 1O’“‘j = (q - 1) (p&(q); therefore (pZye = q(O). 
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9. THE REMAINING HALL POLYNOMIALS 
9.1. Assume Y is an indecomposable R-module with simple top. This 
condition is satisfied in Cases 1, 10, 11, 12, 20, 22, 23, and 24 of Theorem 2. 
Under this assumption, any non-zero factor mode of Y is indecomposable. 
So assume E is simple, and dim,,,(., Hom(E, Y) = r. The set of sub- 
modules of Y which are isomorphic to E is the projective (r - l)-space over 
End (E); thus, if End(E) is finite, the number of such submodules is just 
[,(lEnd(E)l). This shows that in the cases mentioned above, the Hall 
polynomials ~p:~ are just given by i,. 
We are going to investigate the remaining cases listed in Theorem 2. 
Always, there is given a field extension kc K of degree 2 or 3, and we 
assume that k is the finite field with q elements. In case K is of degree 2 
over k, let a E K- k. We start with those cases where End(E) = k. 
9.2. Case 14. Here, Y is given by 
k 
where the lower map is the identity map, and the upper one is the canoni- 
cal inclusion. There are q + 1 simple submodules U, and they correspond 
to the one-dimensional k-submodules of the 2-dimensional k-space K. If U 
is given by the canonical inclusion of k into K, then Y/U decomposes into 
1 0 
0 01; 
0 1 
otherwise Y/U will be indecomposable. This shows that cp~!~ = T. 
Remark. Observe that we have used the first of our test modules, but 
not the second one. It follows that in this case, the test module set 
exhibited in section 6 is not minimal. 
9.3. Case 17. We use the following realisation of Y 
kC4 al 
607/X4/2-3 
K2 -OK 
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where Z is the residue class of a in K/k, and 71 is the canonical k-linear map 
with kernel k0. The elements in W= K/k @ K are of the form 
[w&, wi + w,a] with w  = [w,, w,, WJ Ek3, and we identify in this way 
W= K/k@ K with k3. Let W= k[T,,, T,, T,] be the ring of regular 
functions on W. Any element w  E W gives rise to a map E + Y which again 
is denoted by w; it is a monomorphism if and only if w  # 0. According to 
Section 6, there are three test modules N,, N,, and N,, with dimension 
vectors 
0 1 0 
1 
11’ 
0 
0 0’ 
and 0 
1 0’ 
respectively. Let w  be a non-zero element of W. 
We have Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if w  EOK, this if and only if 
w  E a( To). We have Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if w  E k[i& a], thus if 
and only if w  E 5?( T, , T,, - T2). Finally, Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if 
n-l(kw) is a K-subspace of K*, thus the K-subspace KO generated by 
[lo] E K*. Consequently, Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if w  E ZZ’( T,, T2). 
We see that 
d’= W-(~(To)u~“(T,, To-T,)uT(T,, Td) 
is the set of non-zero w  E W with indecomposable cokernel. But 
IO =(4-l)(q2-2). 
For we may choose 0 # w0 arbitrarily. If w, = 0, then we must choose 
w2 # (0, w,}, so there are q - 2 possibilities. If w, # 0, we may choose w2 
arbitrarily. Thus, for fixed w. #O, there are q - 2 + (q - 1)q = q* - 2 
possibilities. 
9.4. Cases 13 and 15. First, we deal with Case 13. We consider the 
following realisation of Y 
k* 
/ 
K2 
\ 
KCL al 
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where both maps are the inclusion maps. Test modules are the simple 
injective modules N, and Nz, where End(N, ) = k, End(N,) = K. The simple 
submodules U of Y are given by the one-dimensional K-subspaces of K2. 
The subspace OK gives a submodule U so that Y/U splits off a copy of N,. 
The remaining one-dimensional K-subspaces are of the form K[l, w,] 
with w1 E K. So let U be given by K[l, ~‘~1. Then Hom(N,, Y/U) #O if 
and only if K[ 1, w,] n k2 # 0, thus if and only if w  1 E k. Similarly, 
Hom(N,, Y/U) #O if and only if K[l, UT,] n K[ 1, a] #O, thus if and only 
if w1 = a. It follows that the set of simple submodules U with Y/U indecom- 
posable corresponds bijectively to the set of elements of K different from a 
and not ink; thus (p;e=q2-q- 1. 
In Case 15, an additional one-dimensional k-subspace of k2 is specified, 
but the test modules remain the same. So the Hall polynomial cp$ is the 
same as above. [The only difference between Cases 13 and 15 is the 
following: In Case 13, we have End(Y) &’ K, whereas the additional one- 
dimensional k-subspace in Case 15 yields End(Y) = k. This is not visible 
when we calculate (P:~, but can be seen by looking at the full rotational 
equivalence class: we obtain from Case 15 by rotation the Case 19 with 
Hall polynomial (T+ l)( T2 - T- l).] 
9.5. Case 16. In order to facilitate the calculations, we assume that 
the characteristic of k is not 2. Note that for determining the Hall 
polynomial cp ;, , we only need infinitely many evaluations (or even just five 
evaluations, since one easily observes that the degree of ‘pi is at most 4) 
so we may specify the characteristic of k. Under our assumption, we may 
suppose that a E K - k is chosen so that a2 E k. 
We choose the following realision of Y. Let W= K3. Note that W may 
be considered as a six-dimensional k-space with elements [w, + w1 a, w2 + 
w3u, wq + ~,a], where [w,, . . . . WJ E k6, and W = k[T,, . . . . T,] denotes the 
corresponding ring of regular fun&ions. Let W, be the K-subspace OK0 of 
W; thus W, = %“( To, T,, T4, T,), and we consider also two k-subspaces 
W, and W,, namely W2=kOk=2’(T,, T,, T,, T,), and W,= W,+ 
K[l, 1, a]. Since a* E k, we see that W, is the k-subspace generated by 
[l, 0, 01, [0, 0, 11, [0, 1, a], and [a, a, 01; thus W, = Z(T, - T,, T2 - T,). 
The module Y is 
/ 
WI - w2 
W 
\ 
W, 
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where all maps are the inclusion maps. As before, we identify the element 
w  E W with the corresponding map E + Y, where 
00 
E=K , 
i ! 0 
which sends 1 E K to w  E W. 
There are three test modules N1 , N2, NJ, with dimension vectors 
1 1 10 22 
1 9 0 9 1 
1 0 0 ’ 
respectively. Let 0 # w  E W. 
We claim that Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if w  E I( TOT5 - T, T4). 
For a non-zero homomorphism N, --) Cok w  yields elements XE W, and 
JJE W,, not both zero, such that x- ye Kw and x- y = zw, with ZE K. 
Since W,n W,=O, we have z#O; thus w=.~~~x-z~~y. Let x= [I,O,p], 
with 1, ,U E k. If we write w  = [wO + w1 a, w2 + wJa, w4 + ~,a], we see that 
w,+ w,a=Lz-1, and w,+w5a=~z-‘; thus [wO, w,] and [w4, w,] are 
linearly dependent in k2, and therefore wows - w1 w4 = 0. Also conversely, 
assume WE W= k6 with [w,,, w,] and [wq, w5] linearly dependent in k2. 
Let z’ be a non-zero vector in k2 such that both [wO, w, J and [w,, w5] are 
multiples of z’. It follows that (z’)-‘w belongs to W, + W3; thus there are 
x E W,, y E W,, not both zero, with x - y = z’w E Kw, and so we obtain a 
non-zero homomorphism N, --* Cok w. 
Next, we claim that Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0 if and only if w  G a(( T, - T,) 
(T5 - r,) - (T, - T3)(T4 -a’T,)). For Hom(N,, Cok w) #O if and only if 
Kw n W, # 0, thus if and only if w  belongs to 
But w  = [,ly + x, x, py + xa] means that 
~y=(~y+x)-x=(w,+w,a)-(w,+w,)a 
= (WI - WJ + (WI - w,)a, 
py=(py+xa)-xa=(W~+W+z)-(W*+W3)u2 
= (wq - w3a2) + (w5 - w,)a, 
and thus that w~9’((T,-T,)(T,-T,)-(T,-T,)(T,-a2T3)). 
Finally, Hom(N,, Cok w) #O if and only if w  E 3(T2, T,). For, if 
Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0, then there exists a one-dimensional K-subspace in 
Kw + W, which is different from Kw. The k-dimension of Kw + W2 shows 
that Kw + W, must be a K-subspace; therefore Kw + W, = KOK, in 
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particular, w  E KOK. Conversely, let w  E KOK. If w  = [AZ, 0, pz], for some 
zEKand&pEk(withz#O,and [,$p]#[O,O]),thenCokwcontainsan 
indecomposable submodule with dimension vector 
1 1 
0 2 
0 
namely generated by the residue class of [A, 0, ,u] E Wz in Cok w. But an 
indecomposable module with dimension vector 
1 1 
0 
0 
is generated by N, ; thus Hom(N,, Cok w) # 0. Otherwise, Kw + W, = 
KOK, and Cok w  has an indecomposable submodule isomorphic to N, 
itself. 
It follows that the set of non-zero w  E W with indecomposable cokernel 
is 
o= w-(~(T,T,-T,T,)u~((T,-T,)(T,-T,) 
-(T,-T3)(T,-u2T3))u~2”(T2, T3)). 
But 101 = (q* - 1) q(q3 - 2q2 - q + 3), as an easy, but again tedious, 
calculation shows. Again, one may use instead a computer, calculating 101 
for the fields k with Ikl = 3,5,7, 11, and 13, and u2 an integer which is not 
a square modulo Ikj, and using Lagrange interpolation. Note that we know 
that101mustbedivisiblebyq2-l,andlCol=(q*-l)cp&. 
9.6. Case 21. Here, we deal with a field extension kc K of degree 3, 
and we denote by u, b elements of K such that 1, a, b is a k-basis of K. Let 
W= K*, and we consider the k-subspace w’ = k* + k[u, b] of W. Thus Y 
is given by the inclusion map 
W+ w’. 
The elements of W are pairs w  = [w,, w,]. Given a non-zero element 
w  E W, we consider the submodule U= (Kw c 0) of Y, and denote the 
inclusion again by w. If w,, = 0, w1 # 0, then Cok w  splits off a copy of the 
simple injective module N (which is our test module), since we may assume 
w1 = 1. Thus, we may assume w0 = 1. Clearly, Cok w  is indecomposable if 
and only if K[ 1, w1 ] n w’ # 0, if and only if there is 0 # z E K with 
[z, zw,] E w’. 
Now [z, zwi] E W’, if and only if there are A1, A,, I, E k, with 
z = A1 + A,u, zwi = A2 + I,b. We see that Cok w  is indecomposable if and 
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only if there are l,,2,,J3~k, with (1,+I,a)w,=il,+~,b, and 
[1,,11,]#0, thus if and only if w,~{(~,+I,~)/(~,+I,u)~IZ,,~,,IZ,E~, 
i, + &a # 0) = I’. We claim that VE K is the disjoint union of k and 
V’ = { (1, + b)/(l, + a) 1 A,, ;1, E k}. Clearly, both k and v’ are contained in 
V. Conversely , the elements of the form (2, +&b)/(1, + A,a) in V with 
1, = 0 belong to k, those with 1, # 0 belong to V’. Also, V’ n k = 0, since 
(1, + b)/(E., + a) = 2, E k would simply be A2 + b = &1, + &a, and thus 
b E k + ka, impossible. Finally, we observe that for J.i, &, A’, , 1; E k, 
(2, + b)/(;l, + a) = (1; + b)/(;l; + a) implies II, = Xi, 1, = A;. For we obtain 
(A, + b)(& + a) = (2; + b)(A, + a); thus l,~;+~,a+~;b=~;~l+l;a+ 
J”,b, and by Assumption 1, a, b is a k-basis of K. It follows that 1 VI = 
Ikl + (VI =q+q2; therefore the number of elements w  = [ 1, w, ] with 
indecomposable cokernel is q3 - q2 - q = q(q2 - q - 1 ), and thus 50:~ = 
q(q2 - q - 1). This completes the proof. 
10. HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS 
It remains to single out the polynomials which actually occur for a 
hereditary algebra with a given Dynkin diagram as underlying graph. 
So let R be a finite-dimensional k-algebra with centre k which is 
representation-finite, hereditary, and connected. Let d be its underlying 
graph and @+ the corresponding set of positive roots. Let Q be the orien- 
tation on A defined by R, and let (-, -)Q be the corresponding bilinear 
form. Note that for a general representation-directed algebra A, we have 
used in Section 3 a bilinear form (-, -), and for A = R, we have 
(-, -) = (-, -)n. (The notation (-, -) is quite standard in the represen- 
tation theory of algebras, but it is in conflict with the use of the notation 
(-, -) in some accounts of Lie theory [Hu].) 
THEOREM 3. Let x, y, ZE @+. rf y #x+ z, then q&=0. Thus, let 
y = x + z, and then either (x, z)~ < 0 or (z, x)~ < 0. We assume (z, x)~ < 0; 
thus 0 < (x, z)~ < 5. Then cp;l:. = 0, and cpzr is one of the following polyno- 
mials : 
(x9 =hJ A=A,,D,,Em A=B,,C,,F, A=Gz 
0 91 91 
1 92 98, l291 r:;, 
2 93 99.910 r,91 
3 94.95 ‘h (P12 
4 96 911 
5 97 
Proof. We have seen in 1.1 that cp,, Y =0 for y#x+z; thus we assume 
now y = x + z. Since the polynomials cp.T= only depend on the Auslander- 
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Reiten quiver of R, we can assume that k is a finite field with at least three 
elements; in particular given any indecomposable R-module M, we have 
[End A4 : k] < 3 and, in addition End(M) = k in case d = A,, D,, E,. It 
follows that for any x1, x2 E @+, we have 
(x1, X~)~ = dim, Hom(M(x,), M(xz)) -dim, Ext’(M(x,), M(x,)) 
(see [Rl]). We can assume that there is not path in rR from M(z) 
to M(x), otherwise interchanging x and z. According to (1.2 and) 1.3, 
we can assume that M(x) = E is simple projective (note that the reflection 
functors used preserve the dimensions of Hom(M(x,), M(x,)) and 
Ext’(M(x,), M(xZ)) for {x1,x2} = (x,z}; thus (~,z)~ and (z,x), are 
preserved). According to Theorems 1 and 2, we see that cpi; ~0; thus 
cp;J lkl) # 0, since Ikl # 2: It follows that there is an exact sequence 
0 + M(x) + M(y) + M(z) --P 0. In particular, Ext’(M(z), M(x)) # 0. 
Since Hom(M(z), M(x)) = 0 and Ext’(M(x), M(z)) = 0, it follows that 
(z, x)~ < 0, and (x, z)n = dim, Hom(M(x), M(z)) 3 0. In case (x, z)n = 0, 
we clearly have cp:’ = 1. Thus we assume (x, z)~ > 1. 
If d=A,, D,, or E,, the number (x, z)~ is the multiplicity of E as 
composition factor of 2, then after tightening of the support , we see that 
we are in one of the Cases 2, . . . . 9 of Theorem 2; thus we deal with the 
indicated polynomials. If A = G,, we directly apply Theorem 2 and obtain 
the exhibited polynomials: in Case 21, the multiplicity of E as composition 
factor of Z is 1; thus (x, z)Q = dim, End(E) = 3. In Cases 23 and 24, this 
multiplicity is 1 or 2, respectively, and dim, End(E) = 1. 
It remains to consider A = B,, C,, and F4. We have to verify that the 
tightening of the support does not lead to one of the Cases 2, . . . . 9 (in case 
the endomorphism rings of (Mx), M(y), and M(z) are isomorphic). Note 
that Hom(M(x), M(y)) # 0, Ext’(M(z), M(x)) # 0 shows that we can 
assume that M(x) = E is the only simple projective R-module, again using 
1.2. Also, we may assume that Z= M(z) is faithful. For exhibiting R and 
Z, we use the conventions as in Theorem 2. 
First, we deal with A = B,. Say R is of the form 
< 
A...- 0 -0 
&--. . .- 0 
where both arms are of length at least 1, and dim Z is 
2...2 2 
1 1 . . . 
with at least two 1’s. Clearly, tightening the support leads to Case 13 of 
Theorem 2; thus we obtain cp:Y = ‘pp. On the other hand, (x, z)~ = 2. 
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Similarly, for A = C,, the algebra R is of the form 
where the upper arm may be of length zero, and dim Z is 
l-..l 
1 
2...2 1 
(with no 2 in case the lower arm is of length 1). Tightening of the support 
yields either Case 12 provided Z only lives on the lower arm, and Case 14 
otherwise. So, we obtain either c2(p1 or (p8, and we note that (x, .z)~ = 1. 
Finally, consider A = F4. The cases to be considered are listed in the 
following table. 
R dim Z (A z)n Case 9: ‘; 
oe-oc~ 1211 
1221 
1321 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
2 
21 
2 
2 
2 1 
2 
3 
2 1 
G” 11, 
22 
1 
1 
42 
2 
1 
Ch-- 1342 
2 
3 
2 
2 
14 cps 
17 'PI0 
18 ‘p9 
19 iz(P9 
15 
13 
16 
13 
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Nearly all entries are easily checked. We only mention that in the case 
dim Z= 1321, the module 2 is the direct sum of a module with dimension 
vector 110 and endomorphism ring k, and one with dimension vector 2211 
and endomorphism ring K. And that in the case dim Z = 1342, the module 
2 is the direct sum of two copies of 1111 with endomorphism ring k, and 
one copy of 1120 with endomorphism ring K. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let x,zE@+. If x+z$@+, define N,,=O. Zf y=x+ 
ZE@+, define N,,=cp~X(l)-cp~=(l). Then IN=,1 =rZr. 
Proof: One of the numbers rp;;( l), cp&( 1) is zero, and the other has 
absolute value Y;,, according to Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. The Lie algebra K(R - mod) @ Q is generated by the 
elements u,,, . . . . u,“, where e,, . . . . e, are the simple roots in @+. 
Proof: If y is a non-simple root in @ +, there is a simple root e E @+ 
with z = y--em @+. By induction, U; belongs to the Lie subalgebra 
generated by u,, , . . . . u,~, and[u,, u,] = N;,u,., with 0 # N,,E Z. 
COROLLARY 3. The Lie algebras K(R - mod) Q @ and n + are isomorphic. 
Proof: As Serre [Se] has shown, n+ is the complex Lie algebra with 
generators ui, . . . . U, and relations (ad ui) -q’+ ‘(ui) = 0. Since the elements 
U e,, . . . . u,~ of K(R -mod) @ C satisfy the relations (ad u,,)-~“+ ‘(u,) = 0, we 
obtain a Lie algebra homomorphism n + -+ K(R -mod). According to 
Corollary 2, this map is surjective. Since both @-algebras have the same 
dimension, it is an isomorphism. 
11. THE RELEVANCE OF THE POLYNOMIALS 
As we have shown the twelve polynomials (pl, . . . . ‘plz exhibited above are 
of important for a combinatorial study of modules over a representation- 
finite hereditary algebra, and, more generally, over a representation- 
directed algebra. They have been determined using the representation 
theory of partially ordered sets and vectorspace categories, and conversely, 
they may be interpreted as counting corresponding short exact sequences 
in certain exact categories. Similarly, we may use them to count isomor- 
phism classes of distinguished triangles in some triangulated categories, for 
example the derived category of a representation-finite hereditary algebra. 
It would be interesting to know whether these polynomials occur also 
outside representation theory. 
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The combinatorial relevance of the classical Hall polynomials for a 
discrete valuation ring is well recognized [MI. Note that the classical Hall 
polynomials are of interest only for decomposable modules: the only non- 
zero polynomial occurring for indecomposable modules over a discrete 
valuation ring is cpi = 1. If we deal with a connected representation-finite 
hereditary algebra, not all (pi will occur at the same time, but in the cases 
different from A,, we have to take into account some non-constant 
polynomial even when dealing with indecomposable modules. It will be 
interesting, but presumably not easy, to handle also the Hall polynomials 
for decomposable modules. For a first attempt to understand this situation, 
we refer to Section 4 of [R3] where the degenerate Hall algebra is shown 
to be the Kostant h-form of the corresponding enveloping algebra. The 
generic Hall algebra itself will be investigated in detail in a forthcoming 
publication [R4] where we will consider the relationship to quantum 
groups [Df]. 
Given an infinite field k, a representation finite hereditary k-algebra R, 
and indecomposable R-modules X, Y, Z with dim X+ dim Z = dim Y, it 
has been shown in the joint paper [DR3] with Dlab that there is an exact 
sequence O-+X+ Y+Z+O or O-Z+ Y-+X+0. (See also [B] for an 
extension of this result.) The Hall polynomials we have exhibited show that 
the same assertion is true for k a finite field provided (k( # 2. Namely, the 
polynomials we have found have non-zero values for Ik( # 2, since the only 
linear factors which arise are T, T+ 1, and T- 2. 
The results of our investigation have been reported at the Antwerp 
conference on Perspectives in Ring Theory and the Ottawa-Moosonee 
workshop in 1987, and then at the Banach centre in Warsaw in 1988. The 
Antwerp conference was sponsored by NATO, so we took the opportunity 
to outline the military relevance of the exhibited polynomials, at least those 
which occur in the splitting case. The military significance of ring theory in 
general is well documented in the literature [Vl, V2, VL, KPS], and the 
polynomial rings seem to be very attractive due to the involvement of 
indeterminates. Some of our polynomials are well known in military 
science. In particular, the polynomials ‘p. and pi seem to play a decisive 
role, and of course the use of cpO usually outnumbers that of rp i . Note that 
FIGURE 2 
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the polynomial cpz is the classical plundering polynomial. The existence of 
the polynomial ‘p3 was already observed in antiquity. Apparently, it 
approximates quite well the trajectory of any missile, with the T-coordinate 
pointing to hell. Figure 2, from an older military handbook (reproduced, 
by permission of the publisher, from Ref. [A]), will clarify what is going 
on. The polynomials (p4, cps, (p6, (p, seem to be new, and we are sure that 
they may help to improve our military power. Maybe, with the use of these 
polynomials, we may be able to kill all human beings not only five times, 
but even six times. Such an improvement would be a great achievement of 
mankind. 
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